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The English-Burmese section of the dictionary uses some conventions that
can be misleading if you're not forewarned.
Verbs
The dictionary lists Burmese verbs with the literary style suffix
sit Tuic\qv\
drink eqak\qv\

-qv\ ,

e.g.

[For the difference between literary style
and colloquial style see BBE p 11.]

If you are writing in colloquial style, you need to convert the dictionary's
literary verb-qv\ to colloquial verb-ty\ " —
sit Tuic\ty\
drink eqak\ t y\
And then adapt as appropriate: Tuic\qla;' mTuic\påB¨' By\m˙a Tuic\ml´ etc.
Adjectives
For English adjectives the dictionary gives Burmese expressions in the form
verb -eqa" e.g.
for "hot" you will find p¨ e qa
for "cold" you will find eA;eqa
eqa is again a literary style suffix. If you are writing in colloquial, you need
to choose between two options:
1. when the adjective comes before a noun (as in "hot coffee"), convert
literary verb-eqa to colloquial verb-t´ . '
p¨t´. eka\P^ "coffee that is hot, hot coffee"
eA;t´. er "water that is cold, cold water"
2. when the adjective comes after English "is, are" etc, convert literary verbeqa to colloquial verb-ty\ and use the Burmese word as a verb; e.g.
for "This coffee is hot" you'd say d^eka\P^ p¨ty\"
for "The water is not cold" you'd say er meA;påB¨;"
Likewise,
for "thin" the dictionary gives pi n \ e qa , but for
"The child was thin" you'd say kel; pin\ty\"
for "bitter" the dictionary gives Kå;eqa , but for
"Is this coffee bitter?" you'd say d^eka\P^ Kå;qla;"
for "clean" the dictionary gives qn\ ≥ r ˙ c \ ; eqa , but for
"The hotel was not clean" you'd say huity\ mqn\≥r˙c\;B¨;"
for "heavy" the dictionary gives el;eqa , but for
"How heavy is the bag?" you'd say Ait\ By\elak\ el;ql´"

